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Opposition continue to cover-up their poor judgement

The latest statement by the Opposition continues the attempt to cover-up the poor
judgement displayed by the Leader of the Opposition when he criticised the Chief Minister’s
speech to the United Nations 4th Committee in New York.

The Opposition chose to blame Gibraltar for the present state of relations with Spain
instead of blaming Madrid. They took this position even though everybody knows that the
election of a Partido Popular (PP) Government in Spain normally leads to a worsening of
relations with Gibraltar because they will always find any excuse for this. It also happened
locally when the PP was last elected into office in La Linea as evidenced by the municipal
moves at the time to set up a frontier toll.

It will be recalled that when the last GSD administration coincided with a PP Government in
Madrid, they too had to open a frontier queues complaints office because of the lengthy
delays at the border. Indeed, it was with a PP Government in Madrid that the moves were
made to push Gibraltar into sharing sovereignty with Spain.

It is clear that the Opposition seem incapable of understanding what has happened in the
past and the bearing that this has on the present.

The fishing dispute would not have resurfaced last year had it not been for the decision of
the former GSD administration to enter into an agreement with Spanish fishermen which
purported to be above the law of Gibraltar by allowing fishing using illegal methods in
British Gibraltar Territorial Waters. This was an unfinished mess that the present
Government inherited from them. This is why it is wrong to claim that the fishing dispute
and the creation of an artificial reef led to this problem. It is also a bit rich for the Opposition
to preach to the Government that we should change the law when they had the opportunity
to do so from 1999 until 2011 and they failed to do so. They preferred instead to continue
to uphold a deal that contravened the law of Gibraltar.
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There were a number of meetings with the representatives of Spanish fishermen where the
policy of the Government of encouraging sustainable fishing and creating artificial reefs to
generate fish stocks were discussed.

The underlying real issue is not the fishing or the reef. The real issue was the decision of
the Partido Popular to turn their backs on the Trilateral Forum and on dialogue with
Gibraltar as soon as they were elected into office. This meant that there was no forum and
no framework in which Gibraltar, Spain and the United Kingdom could get together in order
to discuss all relevant matters of concern before these became a public issue.

The fact is that none of this has anything to do with the poor judgement exercised by Mr
Feetham in criticising the Chief Minister’s address to the 4th Committee of the United
Nations. The reality is that, while the Opposition are free to do and to say whatever they
like in a democratic society, they must also accept the consequences of their statements. It
is a fact that these comments have gone down very badly in Gibraltar.

Commenting on the matter, the Deputy Chief Minister Dr Joseph Garcia said:

“The Government, at the same time as projecting and protecting the image of Gibraltar
abroad in a positive way , is also engaged in a campaign to expose and counter the actions
of the Spanish Government. We are engaged in both of these simultaneously. This
includes the complaint that we sent to the European Commission on the border delays,
which led to the first-ever EU inspection last month. It includes the detailed compilation of
statistics, photographs and video evidence, as well as countless interviews with the
international media in order to put across the Gibraltar point of view. The Chief Minister’s
address in New York was an integral part of that strategy. Indeed, nothing new was said in
the context of the campaign of the Spanish Government against Gibraltar, the impact was
that all the hostility that we have been subjected to was put together and delivered strongly
to the whole world as represented by the 4th Committee of the United Nations. The truth
served to embarrass the PP Government of Spain. The tragedy is that while all this huge
effort is going on, the Opposition should take umbrage that Spain was upset by the part of
the speech that referred to the shots that were fired at a local jet-ski. The Opposition are
entitled to their view, but it is clear that their reaction was inappropriate because they have
completely misread the general mood in Gibraltar.

We now know that GSD policy on the reef is to give in to the Spanish Government's
pressure to remove it, that GSD policy on the trilateral forum is to surrender to the Spanish
arguments to abandon it and now that GSD policy on the Gibraltar's UN interventions is to
surrender to the Spanish reaction this time and not use the speech in front of a world
audience to show up the Spanish Government's anti-Gibraltar actions.

No amount of red herrings is going to alter the fact that even some GSD members are
supporting the Government’s and Mr Picardo's strong leadership in this matter.”


